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Glass Skin 
Duo Awarded 
Best 
Professional 
Skincare - 

Best 

Treatment 

Kit/ Set  

& Best 

Innovative 

Brand 2022 

 
We are excited to announce that our product has been awarded Best 

Professional Skincare - Best Treatment Kit/Set & Best Innovative Brand 

2022 in the 2022 Annual Beauty & Wellness Awards, organized by Beauty 

Insider Singapore. 

 

The winning product, BelleWave Glass skin Duo is specially formulated to 

go beyond expectations of the growing market demands in achieving 

flawless, glass skin complexion that reflects light from every angle. When 

used together, this duo inspires translucence, unlocking the secrets in 

achieving glass-like luminosity in the shortest possible time. 

 

According to Beauty Insider, our product was chosen as a winner because 

The BelleWave Glass Skin Duo is a set that was specially chosen to help 

you realize your aspirations of having "glass skin," which you've been 

seeing everywhere! Its hyper-charged formulation of Gluta - C Gold 

Complex and Crystalight leaves your skin looking glossy and radiant and 

will have others enquiring about your beauty secret. These two works to 

bring a radiance from within appearance through this potent liquid gold 

that will bring your skin to its utmost optimal state. 

 

As the beauty business continues to evolve and revolutionize each year 

with new brands, products, treatments, and breakthroughs, Beauty Insider 

Singapore created the 2022 Beauty & Wellness Awards to provide its 

readers the greatest alternatives to add to their routine. With over 600 

products available in the market across all categories, Beauty Insider 

Singapore was able to choose over 100 winners for this year's award that 

are unquestionably game-changers and stood out from the competition. 

 

BelleWave is constantly inventing unique solutions that are clinically 

proven to give the best results in skincare, backed by vast scientific 

knowledge and significant research in the field of cellular skin therapy. 

Our products maintain the health and vitality of skin cells and preserve the 

overall youthful appearance with a formulation of active ingredients that 

can be easily absorbed by skin cells to improve their biological function. 

 

We at BelleWave are delighted with this recognition and will continue to 

serve our customers with high precision professional treatment together 

with a perfect balance of safety and efficacy. 
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